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Being a source of clean and renewable energy, the possibility to

convert solar radiation in electric current with high efficiency is one

of the most important topics of modern scientific research. Currently

the exploitation of interaction between nanocrystals seems to be a

promising route to foster the establishment of third generation pho-

tovoltaics. Here we adopt a fully ab-initio scheme to estimate the

role of nanoparticle interplay on the carrier multiplication dynamics

of interacting silicon nanocrystals. Energy and charge transfer-based

carrier multiplication events are studied as a function of nanocrys-

tal separation showing benefits induced by the wavefunction sharing

regime. We prove the relevance of these recombinative mechanisms for

photovoltaic applications in the case of silicon nanocrystals arranged

in dense arrays, quantifying at an atomistic scale which conditions

maximize the outcome.

A great challenge of modern science is the realization of clean, cheap and

renewable energy sources. Among all, the possibility to convert solar energy

into electric current with high efficiency is one of the most important and

promising topics. An intense work of materials engineering is being done to

increase photo-current efficiency in the visible and near-ultra violet region,

through light harvesting improvement and loss factor minimization. This is

typically realized by tuning the optoelectronic properties of the system or

by exploiting new schemes for photovoltaic devices. High-energy loss factors

are minimized promoting fast and non-dissipative recombination mechanisms
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that prevent loss thermalization processes. In this context, carrier multipli-

cation (CM) can be used to increase the solar cell efficiency.

CM is a carrier relaxation process that results in the generation of multiple

electron-hole (e-h) pairs after absorption of one single photon (CM is often

termed multiple exciton generation). If favoured by the quantum confinement

of the electronic density, CM can be as fast as or even faster than phonon

emission, extending the portion of solar spectrum converted into energy. The

expected outcome is therefore an improvement of the photovoltaic perfor-

mances induced by the integration of nanopatterned structures inside the

solar cell device. CM has been studied in several low dimensional nanosys-

tems (PbSe and PbS [1–7], CdSe [7–9], PbTe [10], InAs [11] and Si [12])

despite its origin and its real relevance in quantum confined structures is

still under discussion [13–20]. A particular CM scheme has been recently

adopted in order to explain photoluminescence [21–23] and later induced ab-

sorption [24] studies conducted on silicon-nanocrystals (Si-NCs) organized in

dense arrays (NC-NC separation . 1 nm). In these works, Coulomb-driven

energy transfer mechanisms between neighbouring Si-NCs (termed space-

separated quantum cutting, SSQC) were hypothesized to generate long-lived

Auger-unaffected single e-h pairs scattered among several interacting nanos-

tructures. Distributing the excitation among several nanostructures, CM via

SSQC may therefore represent one of the most suitable routes for solar cell

loss factor minimization.

On the theoretical side, three different models have been implemented to
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describe CM, i.e. (i) impact ionization [25–29], (ii) coherent superpositions

of single- and multi-exciton states [30], and (iii) generation of multi-excitions

via virtual single-excitations (second order processes) [31, 32]. Despite each

of them has highlighted important aspects of CM in isolated NCs, none of

them has been used to investigate effects induced on CM by NC interplay

due to the complexity of the problem, leaving the analysis of recombination

schemes turned on by NC-NC interaction an open issue. A detailed study of

the effects induced by the NC-NC interaction on CM dynamics and of their

relevance is still missing. The mechanisms at the basis of experimental ob-

servations [22–24] are still unclear and the fact that SSQC can be sufficiently

fast to influence CM is, to date, only a reasonable assumption. In this context

numerical simulations offer the possibility to quantify, with an accuracy that

complements the experimental observations, CM events induced by NC-NC

interaction and to distinguish them (here termed two-site) from the one-site

CM processes.

In this work CM is studied, to our knowledge for the first time, adopting a

fully ab-initio scheme within the density functional theory in both isolated

and interacting Si-NCs. The role played by quantum confinement is, for such

systems, clarified by comparing CM lifetimes calculated for isolated Si-NCs

with the ones obtained for Si-bulk. CM events induced by NC-NC interaction

(two-site CM) are quantified as a function of the separation between NCs.

The existence of a new effect, that stems from charge-transfer processes be-

tween NCs, is proven and termed Coulomb-driven charge transfer (CDCT).
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A side-by-side comparison of calculated one- and two-site CM lifetimes shows

the existence of a lifetime hierarchy. The impact of NC-NC interaction on

CM dynamics is finally demonstrated.

To provide a reference for later simulations, CM in a set of isolated Si-NCs

is firstly studied, simulating the ideal configuration of sparse arrays of NCs,

where interactions between nanostructures can be neglected. By consider-

ing the surface dangling bonds being hydrogen-passivated, we obtain four

isolated Si-NCs of different diameter: Si35H36 (1.3 nm), Si87H76 (1.6 nm),

Si147H100 (1.9 nm) and Si293H172 (2.4 nm) with energy gap (Egap) of 3.42, 2.50,

2.21 and 1.70 eV, respectively. Hydrogen-passivation ensures that dangling-

bond-related states are not present in the Egap, a situation similar to that

observed in colloidal or matrix-embedded systems. CM rates are calculated

applying first order perturbation theory (Fermi’s golden rule) to Kohn-Sham

(KS) states [33], thus modelling the decay of one e-h pair into two e-h pairs

as the sum of two processes: one ignited by the electron (hole spectator),

the other ignited by the hole (electron spectator). CM lifetimes are obtained

as reciprocal of rates and considering an electron (hole), initial carrier, that

decays to a negative (positive) three carrier state (termed trion [29]). The

calculated one-site CM lifetimes (τone-site), obtained summing over all possible

final states after relaxation, are reported in Fig. 1 as function of the energy

of the initial carrier Ein (absolute energy scale, panel a) and of the ratio

E⋆/Egap (relative energy scale, panel b), where E⋆ is the excess energy of the

initial carrier, i.e. measured from the respective band edge. The zero of the
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absolute energy scale is set at half gap (Ein < 0 holes, Ein > 0 electrons).

The simulations show that CM is active when E⋆ exceeds Egap and the life-

times monotonically decrease with E from tenths of nanosecond to tenths

of femtosecond (Fig. 1, panel a). Far from the activation threshold, CM is

proved to be more efficient in Si-NCs than in Si-bulk and the lifetimes seem to

be independent upon NC size resulting in an almost exact compensation be-

tween enhancement of Coulomb interaction via size reduction and decrement

of density of final states. When vacuum states are counted, CM lifetimes

scatter among many orders of magnitude, cease to follow the typical mono-

tonic trend and depend upon the chosen periodic boundary conditions. The

inclusion of vacuum states in CM calculations leads therefore to non-physical

conclusions and hence electron-initiated CM is energetically forbidden in the

smallest considered NC. A strong dependence of CM lifetimes upon NC size

is instead observed when the relative energy scale is used. This energy scale

is the most adequate to predict possible photovoltaic applications of CM [34],

and here CM shows clear evidences of benefits induced by size reduction via

quantum confinement.

Final states of one-site CM events are subjected to Auger recombination.

This process can be responsible for re-populating high energy levels that lie

above CM threshold and re-generating a configuration that can, again, decay

via CM. This mechanism is called Auger recycling [35,36] and its lifetime can

be extracted from the effective Coulomb matrix elements so-far calculated

assessing at about 1 ps for the largest considered NC. An effective Coulomb
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matrix element can be extracted from each CM transition considering the

ratio of the calculated rate and the number of final states allowed by energy

conservation.

Starting from these considerations we extend our analysis to the study of

CM processes in dense arrays of NCs, where NC-NC interaction cannot be

neglected. These configurations are simulated by placing inside the same

unit cell two different Si-NCs at a tunable separation. Besides one-site CM

events, NC-NC interaction opens new nonradiative CM decay channels (two-

site) that stem from non-zero Coulomb matrix elements between states of

different NCs. A high-energy carrier can decay to a lower energy state and

transfer its energy to a nearby nanostructure where an extra e-h pair is

promoted. This effect, i.e. SSQC (see Fig. 2), can be responsible for the

generation of multiple single-excited NCs after absorption of a single photon,

resulting in a distribution of the absorbed energy among separated nanos-

tructures rather than a generation of same-site multiexciton configurations.

Moreover, NC-NC interaction can also lead to nonradiative scattering pro-

cesses that move one or two carriers from one NC to another, resulting in

a net charge transfer with the promotion of an extra e-h pair (CDCT, see

Fig. 2). Being driven by the Coulomb interaction between carriers located

on separated NCs, both SSQC and CDCT are expected to occur rarely in

sparse arrays of NCs and become relevant in the case of densely packed NCs

where the close proximity of nanostructures boosts the two-site components

of CM. In order to shed light onto the nature of these two-site CM processes
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we calculate, as a function of Ein, CM lifetimes for two sets of interacting Si-

NCs of different size, i.e. Si293H172×Si35H36 and Si293H172×Si147H100, each of

them being separated by a distance d = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 or 1.0 nm, which is close

to the experimental conditions reported in Ref. [22–24]. Obtained results are

reported in Fig. 3 and compared with the CM lifetimes calculated for previ-

ously discussed isolated NCs (gray points). Having two NCs inside the same

simulation box, wavefunctions are now free to delocalize to both nanostruc-

tures and a color scale is adopted to show the percentage (termed spill-out)

of localization of the initial state: red points (0%) identify CM transitions

initiated by states completely localized on Si293H172, blue points (100%) refer

to states completely localized on the nearby NC (Si35H36 or Si147H100). Our

results point out that in the system Si293H172 × Si35H36 and in the energy

window of Fig. 3 one-site CM is energetically forbidden inside the small NC,

hence blue points are fully associated to two-site CM transitions. The other

colored points can either be associated to one-site CM events occurring in the

larger NC or be a mixture of one- and two-site processes. Varying d from 1.0

to 0.4 nm (from top to bottom of Fig. 3), two-site CM lifetimes significantly

decrease up to three orders of magnitude. On the contrary, CM processes

ignited by states localized onto the large NC (red points) are only weakly

altered by the close proximity of NCs and resemble the data obtained for

the isolated Si293H172 (grey points). Modifications induced in the electronic

structure by the change of the NC-NC separation therefore do not influence

significantly one-site CM events. In the system Si293H172 × Si147H100 (Fig. 3,
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where only CM processes ignited by excited electrons are reported), one-site

CM is energetically allowed in both NCs (differently from the previous sys-

tem), and Coulomb-driven charge and energy transfer processes can occur in

any direction (from the small to the large NC and vice versa). At d = 1nm,

a group of points (spill-out ≃ 0% or ≃ 100%) is superimposed to the CM

lifetimes calculated for the isolated NCs. For these points, one-site CM has

a predominant weight. The other transitions stem from the NC-NC interac-

tion and represent two-site events. Also in this case, when d is reduced from

1.0 to 0.4 nm, two-site CM lifetimes drastically decrease up to three orders

of magnitude, proving thus the strong dependence of two-site events on the

NC-NC separation.

It is thus possible to state that in a system of interacting NCs CM recom-

binations involve both one- and two-site processes, the latter being strongly

influenced by NC-NC separation. While it is easy to recognize the kind of

CM process when wavefunctions cover just one single NC, the analysis be-

comes more elaborated when states are delocalized to both NCs. In order

to estimate separately one-site CM, CDCT and SSQC lifetimes, we have to

generalize the definition of these effects to the case of states delocalized on

the entire system. In this case each CM decay process can be split into a

linear combination of one-site CM, CDCT and SSQC with the coefficients

given by weighting factors that depend on the localization of the involved

wavefunctions (see Supplementary Information). Extrapolated SSQC and

CDCT lifetimes (τSSQC and τCDCT) are reported in Fig. 4 as a function of
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the initial carrier energy and of the NC-NC separation. Our results point

out that two-site CM lifetimes strongly decrease when Ein increases or d is

reduced. Results reported in Fig. 4 are fundamental because they point out

the following lifetime hierarchy: τone-site . τCDCT . τSSQC. If for instance

Ein = 4.0 eV then τone-site ≃ 0.01 ps, τCDCT ≃ 0.1 ps and τSSQC ≃ 1 ps for

the more realistic system Si293H172×Si147H100, when NCs are placed in close

proximity. When combined with Auger recycling, this lifetime hierarchy can

be used to monitor the after-pumping excited states population, simulating

thus a pump-and-probe experiment. A cyclic procedure of fast one-site CM,

two-site CM and Auger recycling, plugged into a set of rate equations, is

compatible with recent experimental evidences of quantum cutting in dense

arrays of Si-NCs [22–24]. The predicted time-dependent population of ex-

cited states is reported and commented in the Supplementary Information,

where it is shown that a double number of e-h pairs with respect to the num-

ber of absorbed above-CM-threshold photons appears directly after pumping

(in low fluence conditions). One-site CM is responsible for probing a double

number of e-h pairs soon after short delay times (τone-site ≃ 0.01 ps), while

SSQC keeps this number long-lived and subjected to radiative-decay only.

Noticeably, exciton recycling mechanisms were already hypothesized in or-

der to interpret energy transfer mechanisms in rare earth (Er3+) coupled

Si-NCs [35, 36].

Let us monitor the two-site CM dependence upon NC proximity. In or-

der to find the conditions that maximize quantum cutting we firstly select
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three different initial states close in energy (Ein = 3.94, 3.97 and 4.05 eV,

respectively) that show a different localization when NC-NC separation is

reduced, and we report the SSQC lifetimes for each of them as a function

of d and of the spill-out variable (see Fig. 5). A strong localization onto

the large NC is observed for all three initial states when d = 1nm and the

SSQC lifetimes assess at few nanoseconds. Whenever the initial state delo-

calizes to both NCs, a SSQC lifetime drop is observed showing that SSQC

becomes strikingly more efficient in this regime. This occurs at d ≤ 0.8 nm

for the transition ignited by the state with Ein = 4.05 eV and at d ≤ 0.4 nm

for the state with Ein = 3.97 eV. Such behaviour is not observed when

Ein = 3.94 eV due to the lack of delocalization and hence SSQC remains

noticeably the slowest. It is evident therefore that SSQC lifetimes show a

non-trivial dependence upon the NC-NC separation and strongly depend on

the localization of the initial state; they undergo a dramatic reduction when

the initial carrier wavefunction delocalizes over the entire system. In other

words, SSQC processes become fast when they cease to be simple e-h gen-

eration mechanisms driven by energy transfer processes between separated

and independent NCs and start to probe the compound system of two NCs

as unique from the quantum point of view. To prove that this is a general

trend of SSQC, not limited to the three selected states, and to extend the

same considerations to CDCT, we report, in Fig. 6, the calculated SSQC

and CDCT lifetimes as a function of the spill-out for all the NC-NC sepa-

rations taken into account. As previously noted, two-site lifetimes are large
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when the spill-out is either 0% or 100%, i.e. when the initial wavefunction

is strongly localized onto one single nanostructure. On the contrary, even

a small delocalization of the initial wavefunction on both nanostructures is

able to push up two-site Coulomb matrix elements. We observe changes up

to two-three orders of magnitude in both SSQC and CDCT lifetimes when

the initial state ceases to be completely localized onto one NC and at least

15% of the wavefunction is shared by the two NCs. The maximum efficient

two-site events are recorded when the initial carrier wavefunction extends

to both NCs and the spill-out parameter ranges about from 15% to 85%,

which defines the wavefunction sharing regime. These results point out that

pictures where energy and charge transfer mechanisms occur among inde-

pendent NCs with wavefunctions unaffected by NC proximity (Förster-like

processes) do not provide a good description of CM recombinations induced

by NC-NC interaction (see Supplementary Information). Only a full quan-

tum picture of the system, considered as a whole, properly describes the

CM dynamics of two interacting NCs in the considered range of separations

(which is the one worthwhile for photovoltaic applications). Favouring the

creation of orbitals shared by many NCs, the embedding matrix [37] or the

presence of several interacting NCs (typical condition of three-dimensional

realistic systems) is expected to amplify the relevance of SSQC and CDCT

in dense arrays of Si-NCs.

In conclusion, we calculated the typical lifetimes of CM processes oc-

curring in both isolated and interacting Si-NCs. Simulations of CM life-
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times in isolated Si-NCs showed that CM benefits from size reduction via

quantum confinement. When the interaction between NCs was turned on,

CM recombinations were separated into one-site and two-site CM processes,

depending on whether the transitions involved only one single NC or cou-

ples of NCs. Both Coulomb-driven energy and charge transfer mechanisms

were studied as a function of the NC-NC separation generalizing the com-

mon view of two separated interacting NCs to a unique quantum confined

structure where quantum states can spread among both nanostructures. In

particular wavefunction delocalization gave to the two-site CM dynamics

a non-trivial dependence upon NC-NC separation. For the first time both

SSQC and CDCT lifetimes were estimated showing optimal efficiencies in the

wavefunction sharing regime that can be favoured by the presence of several

interacting NCs (typical of dense arrays of NCs). On the basis of ab-initio

simulations, the presence of a cyclic procedure of fast one-site CM, two-site

CM and Auger recycling mechanisms was proven to be compatible with the

recent experimental observations of quantum cutting in Si-NCs based on pho-

toluminescence [22, 23] and induced absorption experiments [24]. Thanks to

the ability of generating long-lived single e-h pairs after distribution of the

excitation among interacting nanostructures, SSQC is expected to have great

impact on solar cell devices based on Si-NCs as long as the NCs are arranged

in dense arrays. Tailoring the outcome by tuning NCs proximity is hence

possible to use NC-NC interaction to overcome the current solar cell limi-

tations opening a new route to foster the establishment of third generation
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photovoltaics.

Methods

Electronic structures have been calculated from first-principles within the

density functional theory in the local density approximation, adopting a

pseudopotential supercell approach in reciprocal space [38]. Quasiparticle

corrections have been applied to the electronic structure of Si bulk [39]. On

the contrary to the elsewhere used real-space methods, our methodology of-

fers a natural description of the electronic and screening properties of both

k-dispersive and low-dimensional systems, treating them on an equal footing.

CM lifetimes are obtained using first order perturbation theory (impact ion-

ization scheme) calculating the screened Coulomb matrix elements between

KS states, for both isolated and interacting NCs. The dielectric screening

is obtained solving the Dyson’s equation for the polarizability in the ran-

dom phase approximation. For couples of interacting NCs of different size,

localization of the wavefunctions is measured by introducing the spill-out

that represents the probability of having the state localized onto the small

NC. A general definition of one-site and two-site CM lifetimes that takes

into account wavefunction delocalization is reported in the Supplementary

Information.
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Figure 1: CM lifetimes in non-interacting Si-NCs. Calculated CM
lifetimes in isolated Si-NCs and Si-bulk. a) CM lifetimes as a function of
the energy Ein of the carrier igniting the CM recombination (zero of energy
set at half gap). Electron- (hole-) initiated CM processes are depicted on
the right (left) side of the picture. The calculated vacuum level is reported
with a vertical dashed line. Due to the high value of Egap, electron-initiated
CM processes in Si35H36 are energetically forbidden when unbound states
are excluded. Due to the opening of the energy gap induced by quantum
confinement, the smaller the NC the larger the region where one-site CM is
energetically forbidden. b) CM lifetimes as a function of the relative energy,
obtained dividing the excess energy of the initial carrier by Egap. The smaller
is the NC, the stronger CM. A schematic diagram of CM decay paths (impact
ionization like) is reported in the inset. VBM and CBM identify valence
band maximum and conduction band minimum, respectively. The zero of
the relative energy scale corresponds to the CBM (VBM), when the CM
recombination is ignited by an electron (hole).
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Figure 2: One- and two-site CM. Schematics of CM events occurring in
a couple of interacting NCs. The energy profile of the system of NCs is
sketched (“in” labels the carrier igniting the transition). On the contrary
to one-site CM processes (in blue), which are present also in isolated NCs,
two-site processes involve two nanostructures and few of them are depicted in
the figure. SSQC (in red) and CDCT (in orange) processes yield a Coulomb-
driven energy or charge transfer, respectively, and are discussed in the text.
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Figure 3: CM lifetimes in interacting Si-NCs. Calculated total CM
lifetimes for two sets of interacting Si-NCs. Both hole- and electron-initiated
CM lifetimes for Si293H172×Si35H36 are reported in the left column. Electron-
initiated CM lifetimes for Si293H172 × Si147H100 are reported in the right col-
umn. The NC-NC separation (1.0 nm, 0.8 nm, 0.6 nm and 0.4 nm) corre-
sponds to the distance between NC surfaces and is measured calculating the
distance between two nearest Si atoms. A color scale supplements the results
identifying where the carrier igniting the CM recombination is located. Red
color (spill-out=0%) is used for initial wavefunctions localized onto the large
NC; blue points (spill-out=100%) correspond to initial carriers localized onto
the small NC. The meaning of spill-out is discussed in the text. Light and
dark gray circles report the values of CM lifetimes calculated for the isolated
Si-NCs, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 4: SSQC and CDCT lifetimes. Calculated two-site CM lifetimes of
the two considered sets of interacting Si-NCs as a function of the energy, Ein,
of the carrier igniting the CM recombination. The reported electron-initiated
lifetimes have been extracted from results of Fig. 3 using weighting factors
based on the spill-out computed for each involved state. As a consequence
of NC-NC interaction, states of Si293H172 can delocalize into the Egap of the
small nanostructure, yielding a reduced activation threshold with decreasing
NC-NC separation. The system reported in right panels contains a bigger
number of transitions due to the larger size of the NCs involved. SSQC seems
to be more affected by NC-size than CDCT, becoming faster when NCs of
larger size are considered.
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Figure 5: Role of wavefunction delocalization. The non-trivial depen-
dence of SSQC lifetimes as a function of NC-NC separation is proved for the
system Si293H172 × Si147H100. Top-left panel reports a side view of the simu-
lation box of (10.0×4.8×4.8) nm of size with one Si293H172 and one Si147H100

NC placed at a tunable separation and surrounded by vacuum. Bottom pan-
els contain the isosurfaces of three KS states at several NC-NC separations.
The KS states of 3.94, 3.97 and 4.05 eV are reported with red, blue and
green lines. Each isosurface has been colored according to the color scale
used for the spill-out whose values are reported in the corners (together with
the calculated SSQC lifetime, τSSQC). The corresponding SSQC lifetimes ig-
nited by the plotted wavefunctions are reported in the top-right panel. Here,
filled triangle and square markers identify SSQC processes ignited by delo-
calized wavefunctions (i.e. when at least 15% of the wavefunction is shared).
The trends are discussed in text and highlight a general behaviour of SSQC
processes whose relevance is amplified by wavefunction sharing.
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Figure 6: Wavefunction sharing regime. Calculated two-site CM life-
times of the two considered sets of interacting Si-NCs as a function of the
spill-out of the carrier igniting the CM recombination. The reported electron-
initiated lifetimes have been extracted from results of Fig. 3 using weighting
factors based on the spill-out computed for each involved state. Trends are
discussed in the text. Results prove that the efficiency of both effects is
boosted when both nanostructures share at least 15% of the wavefunction of
the initial carrier (spill-out from 15 to 85%, defined as the wavefunction shar-
ing regime). At d = 0.4 nm slow SSQC transitions (with lifetimes of about
few nanoseconds) are induced by states of the large NC that delocalize into
the energy gap region of the small NC.
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